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Abstract: In recent years, the growing preference for contactless services has resulted in an increased demand for kiosk-based reception 

systems. Although several kiosks have been activated for product orders, the reception services that entail more intricate procedures 

and require extensive information, such as those in postal and logistics services, have not been adequately embraced. Furthermore, the 

conventional paper-based reception systems fail to suffice the modern requirements. Therefore, this study proposes an innovative 

system for automatically processing handwritten invoices. The proposed system accurately extracts invoice details from parcel images 

and automatically digitizes the sender and receiver information by employing a visual document understanding model. In particular, 

this study presents the essential construction of an optimal training dataset that is required during the fine-tuning process of neural 

network-based models. It is anticipated that this will dramatically enhance the performance and accuracy of systems that handle hand-

written invoices, paving the way for innovative advancements in the forthcoming years. 
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1. Introduction
The recent decline in the global population has resulted in an 

increased demand for automated mechanical consultation and re-

ception systems to maintain service quality. A majority of the 

online service systems reduce manpower by using advanced 

chatbots to accurately comprehend user service needs and con-

nect them to specialized agents [1][2]. Offline services often re-

quire manual inspection due to the changes in reception or hand-

written submissions [3][4]. To automate this process while mini-

mizing user discomfort, replicating these human-like actions dur-

ing reception is crucial to ensure accurate verification [5]. The 

automation of postal and parcel reception systems requires a 

technology that can recognize and digitize the handwritten in-

voices captured by cameras. 

The optical character recognition (OCR) technology is exten-

sively used for identifying the text from the images of handwrit-

ten invoices [6]. The OCR technology is categorized into online 

and offline systems. The online systems utilize additional data 

such as the writing style, sequence, and speed to aid character 

recognition [7]. Conversely, the offline systems rely solely on 

images containing handwritten text, making them more challeng-

ing [8][9]. In recent years, there have been significant advance-

ments in the application of neural networks; they exhibit out-

standing performance when used as classification algorithms. 

However, as OCR can recognize only individual texts, tailored 

model improvements are required to suit its industrial applica-

tions. 

Visual document understanding (VDU) recognizes the text 

within document images and comprehends the content [10]-[12]. 

This approach has been extensively studied across various as-

pects, such as document classification based on purpose, labeling 

document sequences, and classifying the attribute values of indi-

vidual texts. Contrary to OCR, VDU learns both text and docu-

ment structures; therefore, it is composed of vision transformers 

and language transformers [13]-[17]. Vision transformers extract 

visual features from document images, whereas language trans-

formers leverage these visual features to learn text recognition 

and other specific objectives, thus providing information regard-
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ing the document. This technology is highly innovative for digit-

izing historical documents and records. 

This study proposes a handwritten invoice recognition system 

for kiosks to automate postal and parcel reception. This system 

captures the invoice-related images from parcel images using a 

camera, and then extracts the necessary information from the 

cropped invoice images. Image processing algorithms are uti-

lized in the cropping process, and a VDU model, specifically the 

donut model, is employed for extracting information from the 

cropped images. The donut was further trained to enhance the 

performance in the invoice domain. To address the need for a 

substantial volume of data when applying the model to different 

domains, data augmentation methods were employed in addi-

tional model training. Furthermore, this study showcases the re-

sults regarding the ratio of training between the generated and 

collected data to stabilize the model's performance. 

The major contributions of this work are summarized as fol-

lows: 

1. This paper proposes an unmanned reception-capable sys-

tem for recognizing handwritten invoices.

2. VDU is applied to images captured by a camera to extract

information, achieving excellent results.

3. To stabilize the VDU model, this study presents the ratio

between the data collected from the applied domain and

the generated data.

2. Related Work

2.1 Traditional OCR Model 
The OCR technology converts text-containing images into 

digital formats. This technology has been extensively studied in 

the domain of paper document management and serves as a 

means of digitizing the information contained in paper docu-

ments that are hard to manage [18]. Recent OCR approaches pri-

marily involve two steps: text region detection within images, 

and recognition of detected characters within these regions [19]-

[22]. In the first step, convolutional neural network (CNN)-based 

object-detection models are used to locate text regions in images 

and crop these text regions for the second step. In the second step, 

CNN-based classification models are used to convert the text im-

ages into a digital format. This technology demonstrates the po-

tential for automating tasks involving paper documents by recog-

nizing and digitizing the text within document images. However, 

conventional OCR models only output text and coordinates, 

which limits their use in specific applications.  

2.2 VDU Model 
VDU leverages neural networks to understand the layout and 

content of documents. Unlike traditional OCR, VDU considers 

diverse text types along with the overall structure of the docu-

ment, enabling precise extraction of the required data. This fur-

ther enhances the document processing efficiency. Typically, 

VDU models operate through a pipeline involving text recogni-

tion akin to OCR, merging the extracted text features with the 

document image [10]-[14]. This approach is essential for under-

standing the complex layout and structure of a document and ex-

tracting important information. 

In general, VDU models, such as the LayoutLM series and 

DocFormer series, help understand the structural context of a 

document by analyzing the text and location within the document 

[10]-[14]. LayoutLM identifies the structural context of text us-

ing two-dimensional positional embeddings that represent the 

relative positions of tokens in documents, and image embeddings 

for scanned token images [10]-[11]. DocFormer, on the contrary, 

combines visual features and location-related information to cap-

ture the visual context around a text by processing the multi-

modal data containing text, visual elements, and location infor-

mation [12]-[14]. 

In contrast, the donut model comprehensively analyzes the 

visual and linguistic features of document images by directly pro-

cessing the text in the image along with its structure using a trans-

former-based architecture without embedding any location infor-

mation [17]. This approach helps understand the document better 

without the need for complex pre-training or sophisticated data 

labeling. The donut simplifies the data collection and training 

processes, while exhibiting excellent performance on a variety of 

downstream VDU tasks. Owing to the aforementioned ad-

vantages, we chose to use the donut model in our experiments. 

3. Proposed Method

3.1 Proposed Handwritten Invoice System 

Figure 1: Architecture of handwritten invoice system 

The proposed system aims to digitize the sender and receiver 

information from handwritten invoice images to streamline lo-

gistics systems. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the handwrit-
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ten invoice system comprising four steps. In the parcel-box im-

age step, the images of parcels with attached invoices were cap-

tured using a camera. In the second step, an image-processing 

algorithm detects the invoices on the captured images and ex-

tracts the sender and receiver images. The sender–receiver infor-

mation extraction step involves the use of a neural network-based 

VDU model to digitize the manually written information and ex-

tract addresses, names, and phone numbers. Finally, the system 

corrects the existing errors in the VDU output using an address 

database before providing invoice information to the user. 

3.2 Parcel Box Image 

Figure 2: Environment where images are captured 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3: Testing image 

The environment for collecting the parcel-box images is de-

picted in Figure 2. To detect invoices effectively, parcel boxes of 

different sizes must be encompassed within the images while pre-

serving a minimum resolution for the invoice images. Hence, a 

UHD (3840 × 2160 pixels) resolution camera was utilized, and a 

distance of 65 cm was maintained between the camera and the 

ground. The images captured at this stage are then input into the 

subsequent step for invoice region detection, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 3. The results of the image acquisition environment in Figure 

2 are shown in Figure 3(a),(b), where the box consists of differ-

ent invoices and locations within the camera range. 

3.3 Sender–Receiver Region Detection 

Figure 4: Process of sender–receiver region detection 

In this stage, the objective is to detect regions containing the 

addresses, names, and phone numbers of both the sender and re-

ceiver on the parcel box images. As shown in Figure 4, the pro-

posed method comprises two modules. The edge detection mod-

ule utilized a Gaussian filter to eliminate the potential noise dur-

ing image capture and applies a median filter to blur detailed in-

formation in the input image, thus enhancing the edge detection 

performance for invoices. Finally, a Canny edge detector was 

used to extract the detected edge images. The edge-detected im-

age and noise-reduced box image were then input into the 

sender–receiver detection module.  

The module utilized the edge and box images to detect the in-

voice regions and crops the area containing the sender and re-

ceiver information within the invoice. An edge image was em-

ployed to detect the coordinates of the four corners of the rectan-

gular invoice through contour extraction, which aids the extrac-

tion of the invoice region within the box image. By leveraging 

the standardized format of the invoices, the images containing 

information regarding the sender and receiver were cropped. 

These two images were then input separately into the invoice un-

derstanding module. 
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3.4 Text Invoice Recognition 

The sender–receiver information extraction involved output-

ting the sender and receiver information from the extracted in-

voice image. We used donut, which exhibits excellent perfor-

mance without requiring text positional labeling for information 

extraction. The model was trained by adding the generated and 

collected data to a pretrained donor to reflect the domain of the 

invoices. 

3.4.1 Donut model 

Figure 5: Operational process of donut 

As depicted in Figure 5, the donut comprises an encoder, 

which is responsible for extracting detailed visual features that 

include text types and positions within the image, and a decoder, 

which is a language model that generates sentences from these 

feature maps. The input of the model is the sender or receiver 

image, which outputs addresses, names, and phone numbers. The 

raw output from the textual decoder undergoes post-processing 

for refinement, which culminates in the final results. 

The donut performed three major steps. The first step involved 

encoding the image using a vision encoder, wherein handwritten 

Korean parcel invoices pass through the encoder of the Swin 

transformer and are converted into n image patch embeddings 

[23]. The second step involved the textual decoder, which utilizes 

the BART, where the output of the vision encoder and the prompt 

served as the inputs [24]. Finally, conversion was performed on 

the output obtained from the textual decoder. The output of the 

textual decoder was tagged with special tokens corresponding to 

the results recognized by the vision encoder. 

The postprocessing handles the refinement of the JSON data 

output from the textual decoder. At this stage, the sole non-neu-

ral-network-based segment within the model conducted data val-

idation using rule- and knowledge-based methods. While differ-

ent rules apply to the address, name, and phone number fields, a 

common practice during error detection is to request alternative 

results from the decoder. For addresses, errors were primarily 

checked by using administrative rules. The phone numbers were 

adjusted to adhere to the standard formats consisting of numbers, 

spaces, and dashes. 

3.4.2 Dataset 

The donut, which was initially pre-trained, underwent fine-

tuning using both the generated and collected datasets. The gen-

erated data consisted images wherein each character was written 

in different handwriting styles using a structured-conditional 

generative adversarial network (SC-GAN), whereas the collected 

data comprised images written in the same handwriting style. 

During the fine-tuning process, we restricted the number of in-

voices trained to 1000 in order to minimize the ratio of the col-

lected data used and explored various weights for the input data 

ratios. The validation data ratio was set to 10%, and 500 instances 

of collected data were used for evaluation purposes. 

3.4.3 Training detail 

NVIDIA RTX 6000 served as the graphics processing unit 

(GPU) for training. The training framework incorporated 

PyTorch 1.11.0+cu113, transformers 4.28.0, tokenizers 0.13.3, 

Huggingface Hub 0.16.4, and sentence piece 0.1.99. An Adam 

optimizer with a learning rate of 0.00002 was utilized, employing 

a batch size of eight and training over 50 epochs. Additionally, a 

weight decay of 0.01 was set to prevent overfitting during the 

training process. 

4. Experiment
In the experimental section, we created five different datasets 

by adjusting the ratio between the generated and collected data 

that were used to construct the training dataset. Subsequently, we 

trained each of these datasets and evaluated the training effi-

ciency and recognition accuracy of the model both quantitatively 

and qualitatively. This helped assess the impact of different ratios 

of dataset compositions on both the learning efficiency and 

recognition accuracy of the model. 

4.1 Quantitative Evaluation 

Table 1: Data composition ratios for established model 

Model Collected Data (%) Generated Data (%) 
1 100 0 
2 75 25 
3 50 50 
4 25 75 
5 0 100 

For 1000 data entries, we adjusted the ratio between the gen-

erated and previously collected data to construct the training da-

taset. The data composition ratios for the configured models are 

shown in Table 1. Model 1 exclusively utilized the collected 

data, Model 2 consisted of 75% collected data and 25% generated 

Input Vision
Encoder

Textual
Decoder

Post-
processing Output
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data, Model 3 possessed an equal split between 50% collected 

and 50% generated data, Model 4 comprised 25% collected data  

and 75% generated data, and Model 5 relied solely on generated 

data. 

Table 2 presents the accuracy evaluation based on the test da-

taset. The evaluation was conducted using a test dataset compris-

ing 500 datasets. The evaluation was performed on 17,216 char-

acters, and the accuracy for three categories were measured in 

addition to the overall accuracy: phone numbers, names, and ad-

dresses. The model predictions were compared with the ground 

truth of the actual data to verify the match for each character. In 

addition, the errors in the recognition and omissions from the pre-

dicted results were considered. From the results in Table 2, it is 

evident that all models exhibit high recognition rates for numer-

ical data such as phone numbers, yet display relatively lower ac-

curacy in handwritten recognition such as addresses and names. 

In particular, Model 1, which is trained solely on the generated 

data, demonstrated a significantly lower total accuracy of 

84.799 % compared to the overall accuracies of the other models, 

which are 92.0074 %, 92.7916 %, 92.1875 %, and 92.1875 %. 

This indicates that training solely on the generated data may fail 

to encapsulate the complexity and diversity of real handwritten 

recognition. These findings underscore the significance of com-

bining actual collected data with generated data to enhance the 

accuracy of the model. 

4.2 Qualitative Evaluation 

The model predictions for the collected data, generated data, 

and the data collected from real environments were qualitatively 

evaluated. Table 2 illustrates the initial predictions (raw output) 

and final results (output) after post-processing when each dataset 

is provided as input. Model 1 exhibited a significantly low accu-

racy for certain data compared to the other models. For instance, 

in Table 3, the prediction from Model 1 appeared as ‘{'pnumber': 

'010-5413-2509', 'name': '김정치', 'address': '경정치 010-5413-

2509'}.’ In particular, the misinterpretation of the phone number 

as part of the address demonstrates the model's inability to handle 

the intricacies of the data properly. There were discrepancies be-

tween the initially predicted addresses and final results across all 

models. For example, in Table 4, Model 2 initially predicted 

'충남 태안군 뫼골길 38,' which was later refined through post-

processing to '충청남도 태안군 멧골길 38.' This further demon-

strates the role of post-processing in refining the model predic-

tions to derive more accurate final results. Furthermore, minimal 

differences in address recognition were observed among Models 

2, 3, 4, and 5. This indicates that these models can process the 

address data with similar levels of accuracy. 

Table 3: Estimation results for testing image of each model 

Raw output Output 

Model 1 

: {'pnumber': '010-5413-
2509', 'name': '김정치', 
'address': '경정치 010-

5413-2509'} 

{'pnumber': '010-5413-
2509', 'name': '김정치', 'ad-
dress': '경정치 010-5413-

2509'} 

Model 2 

: {'pnumber': '010-5413-
2509', 'name': '김정식', 

'address': '전라남도 
해남군 송지면 557'} 

{'pnumber': '010-5413-
2509', 'name': '김정식', 'ad-
dress': '전라남도 해남군 

송지면 557'} 

Model 3 

{'pnumber': '010-5413-
2509', 'name': '김정식', 

'address': '전라남도 
해남군 송지면 557' 

{'pnumber': '010-5413-
2509', 'name': '김정식', 'ad-
dress': '전라남도 해남군 

송지면 557'} 

Model 4 

{'pnumber': '010-5413-
2509', 'name': '김정식', 

'address': '전라남도 
해남군 송지면 557'} 

{'pnumber': '010-5413-
2509', 'name': '김정식', 'ad-
dress': '전라남도 해남군 

송지면 557'} 

Model 5 

{'pnumber': '010-5413-
2509', 'name': '김정식', 

'address': '전라남도 
해남군 송지면 557'} 

{'pnumber': '010-5413-
2509', 'name': '김정식', 'ad-
dress': '전라남도 해남군 

송지면 557'} 

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation performance of each model 

Model Address 
Correct 

Address 
Error 

Address 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Full 
Name 

Correct 

Full 
Name Er-

ror 

Full 
Name 

Accuracy 
(%) 

Phone 
Number 
Correct 

Phone 
Number 

Error 

Phone 
Number 

Accuracy 
(%) 

Total 
Correct 

Total Er-
ror 

Total Ac-
curacy 

(%) 

Model 1 7915 1763 81.7834 1013 487 67.5333 5671 367 93.9218 14599 2617 84.799 
Model 2 8705 973 89.9463 1321 179 88.0667 5814 224 96.2902 15840 1376 92.0074 
Model 3 8823 855 91.1655 1328 172 88.5333 5824 214 96.4558 15975 1241 92.7916 
Model 4 8646 1032 89.3366 1364 136 90.9333 5861 177 97.0686 15871 1345 92.1875 
Model 5 8646 1032 89.3366 1364 136 90.9333 5861 177 97.0686 15871 1345 92.1875 
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Figure 6: Testing image used as input for qualitative evaluation 

Figure 7: Training image used as input for qualitative evaluation 

Table 4: Estimation results for training image of each model 

Raw output Output 

Model 1 

{'pnumber': '017-1406-
6202', 'name': '나진표', 
'address': '충남 태안군 

뫼골길 38'} 

{'pnumber': '017-1406-
6202', 'name': '나진표', 

'address': '충청남도 
태안군 멧골길 38'} 

Model 2 

{'pnumber': '017-1406-
6202', 'name': '나진표', 
'address': '충남 태안군 

뫼골길 38'} 

{'pnumber': '017-1406-
6202', 'name': '나진표', 

'address': '충청남도 
태안군 멧골길 38'} 

Model 3 

{'pnumber': '017-1406-
6202', 'name': '나진표', 
'address': '충남 태안군 

맷골길 38'} 

{'pnumber': '017-1406-
6202', 'name': '나진표', 

'address': '충청남도 
태안군 멧골길 38'} 

Model 4 

{'pnumber': '017-1406-
6202', 'name': '나진표', 
'address': '충남 태안군 

맷골길 38'} 

{'pnumber': '017-1406-
6202', 'name': '나진표', 

'address': '충청남도 
태안군 멧골길 38'} 

Model 5 

{'pnumber': '017-1406-
6202', 'name': '이민윤', 

'address': '충청남 태안군 
맷골길 38 나진포'} 

{'pnumber': '017-1406-
6202', 'name': '이민윤', 

'address': '충청남 태안군 
멧골길 38 나진포'} 

Figure 8: Box image captured by camera 

Figure 9: Captured image used as input for qualitative evaluation 

Table 5: Estimation results for captured image of each model 

Raw output Output 

Model 1 

{'pnumber': '02-6673-
3328', 'name': '양예원', 

'address': '전라남 5 
순천시 정전동 85-17'} 

{'pnumber': '02-6673-
3328', 'name': '양예원', 

'address': '전라남도 
순천시 저전동 85-17'} 

Model 2 

{'pnumber': '02-6673-
3328', 'name': '양예원', 

'address': '전라남도 
순천시 저전동 85-17'} 

{'pnumber': '02-6673-
3328', 'name': '양예원', 

'address': '전라남도 
순천시 저전동 85-17'} 

Model 3 

{'pnumber': '02-6673-
3328', 'name': '양예원', 

'address': '전라남도 
순천시 저전동 85-17'} 

{'pnumber': '02-6673-
3328', 'name': '양예원', 

'address': '전라남도 
순천시 저전동 85-17'} 

Model 4 

{'pnumber': '02-6673-
3328', 'name': '양예원', 

'address': '전라남도 
순천시 저전동 85-17'} 

{'pnumber': '02-6673-
3328', 'name': '양예원', 

'address': '전라남도 
순천시 저전동 85-17'} 

Model 5 

{'pnumber': '02-6673-
3328', 'name': '양예원', 

'address': '전라남도 
순천시 저전동 85-17'} 

{'pnumber': '02-6673-
3328', 'name': '양예원', 

'address': '전라남도 
순천시 저전동 85-17'} 

4.3 Discussion 
Accuracy measurements were conducted using five different 

data combinations. Model 1 was exclusively trained using the 

generated data, and it yielded a significantly low accuracy. This 

indicates that training solely on the generated data fails to ade-

quately capture the diversity and complexity of real-world data. 

The models that incorporated at least 25 % of the generated data 

exhibited considerable improvements in terms of accuracy. In 

particular, when the proportion of generated data exceeded 50%, 

the accuracy of the model tended to plateau. This suggests that a 

suitable balance between the generated and collected data may 

have a positive impact on the model performance. 

From the prediction results for all models, the effectiveness of 

post-processing was confirmed through comparison of the ini-

tially predicted content with the final output. The models that in-

cluded data generated by 25 % or more exhibited accurate and 
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consistent outcomes, affirming the positive impact of a balanced 

combination of generated and collected data on model perfor-

mance. These findings mark a crucial step toward overcoming 

the limitations inherent in conventional approaches based solely 

on generated datasets, particularly in applications such as hand-

writing recognition, by enhancing dataset diversity and real-

world applicability. A balanced amalgamation of generated and 

collected data enables models to effectively handle various sce-

narios that may arise in real-world settings, thereby broadening 

their applicability. Finally, this study substantiates the impact of 

dataset composition on the performance of artificial intelligence 

models, which highlights the significance of blending generated 

and collected data to enhance model accuracy and generalization 

capabilities. This underscores the importance of these insights as 

critical guidelines for future model development and optimiza-

tion strategies. 

5. Conclusion
This paper delves into the research on a donut-based handwrit-

ten invoice-recognition system. The proposed system integrates 

image-processing algorithms to accurately crop areas containing 

information within images and further trains the donut using both 

the generated and collected data, enabling the digitization of im-

ages captured using a camera. In particular, by presenting the re-

sults trained with various ratios of generated and collected data 

weights, this study demonstrates the effectiveness of incorporat-

ing collected data during fine-tuning and offers guidelines re-

garding the proportion of collected data. The future works may 

involve experiments on diverse datasets of varying scales and ra-

tios to explore methods for enhancing the performance during 

fine-tuning. 
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